
Answer below

NON SEQUITUR by Wiley

BLONDIE by Dean Young and John Marshall

HI & LOIS by Chance Browne

HAGAR THE HORRIBLE by Chris Browne

SNUFFY SMITH by Fred Lasswell
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ACROSS
1 Call for help
4 Humbles

10 Kirghiz range
14 Chart-topper
15 Disprove
16 Mountain lake
17 “Love Story” star
19 Mach breakers
20 Samson’s undoer
21 Credo
23 Genesis garden
24 __ tai (rum cocktail)
26 Purpose
29 Type of melon
32 PA nuclear reactor

that leaked
33 Milo of “The Verdict”
36 Russ. jetfighter
37 Sub weapon
38 Himalayan climbers
41 Announce
43 Machinery parts
44 Grimalkin
46 Cary of “The

Princess Bride”
47 Gardner of filmdom
48 Legal code of the

Franks
51 Like the Ricardos’

apartment
53 Notable time
54 Mineral supplement
58 Showers with

affection
60 Make ajar
62 NYC district

64 Instrumental tool
66 Like a gentlemen’s

agreement

67 Lens diaphragms
68 Biographical datum
69 Church benches
70 From square one
71 SSS word

DOWN
1 Comparative

darkness
2 Lubricated
3 Steps over a fence
4 Asian inland sea
5 Grew to be
6 Crocheted coverlet
7 Big __, CA
8 Coup d’__
9 Waste

10 Out of port
11 Breaking point
12 Work of __
13 Elected ones
18 Kitchen utensils
22 Original
25 Ending for a belief
27 Three-player card

game

28 City near Avignon
30 Puff Daddy’s

style
31 Put out of the way
33 Grouchy Muppet
34 Cut the stubble
35 Procrastinate
37 Enmity
39 World of scholars
40 Mineo of Hollywood
42 Pres.’s $ grp.
45 Rail supporting

beam
48 Agree upon
49 Actor Tom
50 Spears
52 Instruments
55 Bonheur and Parks
56 Missouri tributary
57 Staircase support
59 Wave action
61 Singer Johnny
62 Drench
63 Vein content
65 Address for an

officer
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Bridge
by Frank Stewart

Best-laid plans

Niacin is no longer considered effective
Dear Dr. Roach: I have

been taking niacin for many
years. What side effects should
I be looking for? My cardiolo-
gist recently added Lipitor to
my medications, which tells
me that the niacin was not
doing the best job. — A.H.

Niacin has been used for
decades as a treatment for
high cholesterol levels when a
good trial of diet and exercise
has been ineffective.

However, despite the
fact that niacin lowers the
unhealthy LDL levels and
increases the healthy HDL
levels somewhat, the several
most recent studies have been
unable to show that niacin
reduces the risk of heart
attack beyond what a statin
can do.

For that reason, most
experts have stopped using
niacin, and opted for statins
alone. Niacin can cause an
unpleasant flushing sensa-
tion, especially when it is first

started or at higher doses, and
it can raise liver enzyme lev-
els. It generally is considered
safe but is no longer consid-
ered very effective. I haven’t
prescribed it for some time,
but there might still be some
people in whom it is benefi-
cial.

Dear Dr. Roach: If you,
as a doctor, examine a patient
and see that this patient needs
medications for high fasting
glucose levels, high total cho-
lesterol and high blood pres-
sure, what would you do if
the patient said he or she will
not be compliant and plans on
taking nothing?

Can you force this patient
to take the drugs that you sug-
gest?

Will you worry about get-
ting sued if your patient dies?
Would you continue working

with him or her in the future
on his or her terms? — R.I.

This isn’t a hypothetical
question at all — it comes
up not uncommonly in daily
practice. While the best thing
to do isn’t always clear, it is
certainly clear that doctors
can’t force their patients to
take medication. Patients
have the right to autonomy;
that is, they decide what is
right for themselves.

I see it as my role, as their
doctor, to explain why they
would benefit from the medi-
cation and what is likely to
happen if they don’t take it.
In the case of blood pressure
and cholesterol medicine, we
use these to prevent heart dis-
ease and stroke. In the case
of diabetes, we use medica-
tion to prevent symptoms
and to reduce the likelihood
of end-organ disease, particu-
larly of the kidney, eyes and
nerves. If patients can under-
stand the risks they face by

not taking medication, then I
have to respect those wishes.
I certainly would try to use
other methods to reduce risk,
including dietary modifica-
tion, salt restriction and pos-
sibly supplements.

If patients aren’t willing
to make any changes, then I
ask them whether they want
to continue seeing me. I also
request that they bring in a
family member to hear the
discussion. As far as getting
sued, it’s prudent to carefully
document patients’ wishes
and their exact words why
they don’t want particular
treatments.

The booklet on the prostate
gland discusses enlargement
and cancer. Readers can obtain
a copy by writing: Dr. Roach
— No. 1001, 628 Virginia Dr.,
Orlando, FL 32803. Enclose a
check or money order (no
cash) for $4.75 U.S./$6 Can.
with the recipient’s printed
name and address. Please
allow four weeks for delivery.

DENNIS THE MENACE by Hank Ketcham

THE FAMILY CIRCUS by Bil Keane

BEETLE BAILEY by Mort Walker
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Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based
on a 9x9 grid with several given num-
bers. The object is to place the numbers
1 to 9 in the empty squares so that each
row, each column and each 3x3 box con-
tains the same number only once. The
difficulty level of the Conceptis Sudoku
increases from Monday to Sunday.
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